Ericka H. Sallee
Tru’ Transformation Success Coach
Speaker | Author | Coach | Workshop Leader
Ericka has a heart for empowering women to transform their lives to be the best version
of who they were created to be, personally and professionally. She doesn’t exclude
men but understands what it’s like to be a woman searching for fulfillment. She is also
passionate about creating a healthy corporate culture by replacing ineffective
organizational norms with modern approaches to work and wellness. Her passion,
education, 20+ years of corporate experience and being coached by dynamic leaders in
the business and personal development industries have been her foundation and given
her the tools to guide her. She uses all of these tools to lead her clients to making lifealtering changes for healthier, purposeful and impactful living. Ericka is the author of
Pathway to Purpose: Find It. Follow It. Fulfill It., to be released in September 2018.

When Ericka speaks, you will:

Popular Topics …
Delivering Your Purpose: Can
You Push When It Hurts?




Be ignited to move from passion to purpose.
Understand the internal power you have to achieve your goals.



Play BIGGER and BOLDER so you can BLAZE your trail!

Creating What You Want:
The Formula to Master
Manifestation

Women know something about
giving birth, either because
they’ve done it or know
someone who has. Men know
about it too, as part of the
“process” or as a supporter!
This session will illustrate how
the experience of pregnancy is
much like discovering your
purpose. And yes, women AND
MEN can relate, I promise!

How do you make it
happen? The answer? The
Formula for Creation, a
powerful equation that will
help you bring about the
goals, dreams and visions
you’ve been longing for. No
shortcuts and no homework
pass … if you want to
succeed!

Self-Image: Reflecting Your
Beauty and Standing in Your
Power
When you look in the mirror
what do you see, a distorted
image or someone destined
to win? Make the connection
between self-image and
achieving goals and dreams.
Then learn how to clear the
mirror so you get a better
view of who you are and
what you offer to your world!

Testimonials
"I took a leap of faith! I achieved success in so many unexpected ways. I found myself and my true voice. Ericka is an amazing
woman with an amazing gift. I have experienced a transformation. Thank you so much Ericka!" M. Calwell
"Ericka's Transformation Success Strategy program is the best gift I could have ever given myself. I have gained insights and
awareness into myself that I was unable to attain in 47 long years. I am so supremely satisfied with this program as changes are
already taking place in my life after years of being stagnant." S. Ahmed
"I have heard nothing but great things about today's session on effective communications. And the role playing was spot on
and very impactful. Thank you for a very enlightening and engaging seminar." L. Taggart, Vice President of Development,
Maryland Public Television

To Book or Connect with
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Find Your Truth. Transform Your Life. Impact Your World!
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